Neurophysiological processes underlying short-term memory in non-consolidating form in cats.
Dynamics of electrical activity in the neo- and archipaleocortex in response to directing and triggering conditioned signals during delayed responses was studied in cats with chronically implanted electrodes. Dynamics of unit activity of some mesencephalic structures was also studied in rats in response to sensory stimuli and during the sleep-wakefulness cycle. Neurophysiological analysis revealed two components of trace underlying the performance of CS discrimination delayed response. The first one is reflected in the electrical activity changes in the neo- and archipaleocortex (desynchronization of electroneocorticogram and increase in the hippocampal theta rhythm), and may be named a dynamic component. The other, usually a longer component of the trace is not reflected as the above-named changes in the EEG, yet it can be detected by means of a triggering CS or electrical stimulation of motivational mesodiencephalic structures. On the basis of control experiments it is supposed that the neurophysiological basis of the second trace component might be plastic changes in synapses leading to the improvement of conduction in the differentiated nervous circuits of the brain through the selective activation of which both CS discrimination and remembering during DR performance are effected.